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Indie. Piano. Pop. 
From Dortmund. 

» Please give me just a week of your life 

I would pay you back if I could 
Must I hide where you can’t find me 
To get some of your time for me? 

In tmes of more and more musical monotony, the desire for authentcity is growing. Jann Tholen is 
authentc, and so is his music – music that has authentc melodies, authentc emotons and a heart and 
soul. 
Jann Tholen, the young singer/songwriter from Dortmund, does not solely make music but paints pictures. 
He paints with his catchy tunes and touching lyrics, and when we listen to his debut album “All About You”, 
the images don’t stop appearing before our inner eye. In vision and sound, he vividly tells us the story of 
frst true love and all the insecurity that surrounds it.
His Indie-Pop-Piano-Rock is the ingenious soundtrack of a moving journey through light and darkness, to 
the dreams and fears of Generaton Y. From the beginning to the end of love and back again.
For that, Jann has found a niche that serves him as a retreat whenever the Rock elements took him a step 
too far away from his piano melodies: somewhere between Damien Rice’s sincerity and Spoon’s playfulness
in their melodic moments he creates his own, Indie-Rock with Pop-Appeal, merging piano harmonies with 
peaceful bridges and quiet outros.
„All About You“ is emotonal without being cheesy, tender without being mawkish. It doesn’t play pretend -
it is genuine.
When Jann’s gentle voice leads the way and the piano paints pictures of calm and wide sceneries, “All 
About You” surrounds you like a warm and cozy winter coat. But as soon as you made yourself comfortable,
you trade coat for shorts and winter landscapes for fowering summer meadows. The clouds disappear and 
reveal the blazing light of Pop warming you from head to toe.

About the Artist: Jann Tholen (* 1993) starts early to express his thoughts about the world and life through music. As a highly 
talented autodidact, he soon seeks new challenges with instruments other than the piano, which will, nevertheless, always remain his
artistic haven. Several living-room gigs and jaw-dropping moments later he completes the metamorphosis from the adorable nerd to 
the slowly recognized genius. With his Band “Oakmind” he begins to gather first stage experiences and success comes easily. He 
wins his hometown’s musical competition and gets the chance to play a show in front of several thousand people. Wanting to expand 
his artistic reach and start his solo career, he moves to Dortmund. Everything gets bigger, brighter, better. The adventure begins.

Jann Tholen – Live 
On his live set you get to enjoy Jann performing all the songs of “All About You” and a few of his early works. He is accompanied by
skillful musicians and together, they let you hear Jann’s music at its best.


